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OVERVIEW
The 2019-2020 Club President and former Chair of Cultural Diversity for AAF, Kirya Francis,
determined that focus be on Board “Health”: First, the health of the key events, mainly ADDYs and Big
Wigs, which needed to be profitable. Second, the health of the chairs and committee members because
this organization is made of volunteers who need to find a balance between serving the members of AAF
Austin and their careers, as well as their families. Finally, the health of the membership to continue to
grow the century-old organization into the next 100 years.
OPERATIONS GOALS FOR 2019-200
1. Long-range planning
2. Analysis of member needs
3. Leadership organization and development
4. Fiscal management (budgeting, dues, non-dues income, and fundraising)
Goal 1: LONG RANGE-PLAN
Objective 1: REBRAND THE WEBSITE AND COMMUNICATIONS
Summary: The WWW.AUSTINADFED.COM website had not been updated in several years. There
were parts of the website that had broken links and/or directed people to the wrong location. We also
needed to move the website to a new hosting service.
Results: AAF Austin worked with member agencies White Hat Agency and Standard Beagle, as well as
Communications committee to review and fix links, move the site to a new hosting service, and develop
an application to better communicate among the board and committee members.
Member agency White Hat volunteered to audit the entire www.austinadfed.com website (Exhibit A) and
corrected links such as “Become A Member” which did not lead to the correct page. They also identified
and replaced outdated pictures and other items. Updates included having professional pictures taken for

the entire board. (Exhibit B) The biggest win was consolidating the sponsorship page for Big Wigs and
the Austin American Advertising Awards (ADDYs). https://www.austinadfed.com/become-a-sponsor/
(Exhibit C)
Objective 2: CREATING A PIPELINE FROM COLLEGE TO Ad 2 TO AD FED MEMBERSHIP
Summary: Membership growth is a challenge for AAF Austin because corporate memberships make up
the bulk of the members. AAF Austin has difficulty connecting with members because of email firewalls
and other factors for one-to-one communication with our members. We had to create a more “in real life”
protocol to circumvent the tech challenge.
Results: We have decided to move from tech to in-person engagement with members, starting in college
with the Ad 2 Austin program and finally into Ad Fed when they are over the age of 32. Greer Mansell is
an example of how this ideally works. She started out at Texas State Ad Club went on to be Ad 2 Austin
VP and now is the designer for Ad Club. (Exhibit D)
Our members have joined forces with University of Texas at Austin TAG (Texas Advertising Group)
program, Texas State University Ad Club program, and our newest group, Huston-Tillotson University (a
historically black college in Austin) to up the stickiness factor at an early stage. One exceptional example
is the Austin Ad Fed collaboration with member agencies, GSD&M, Preacher, and McGarrah Jessee,
where the agencies are teaching bootcamp at Huston-Tillotson University. These people also worked with
a female inmate nonprofit program called “Truth Be Told” to help promote and garner more funds during
the Amplify Austin charity campaign in March 2020. (Exhibit E)
GOAL 2: ANALYSIS OF MEMBER NEEDS
Objective 1: LISTENING TOUR WITH MEMBER AGENCIES
Summary: President Kirya Francis went to midsize to large-size agencies to do a listening tour to better
understand the needs of the membership.

Results: Francis went to member agencies as well as former member agencies to find out the reasons why
they were not fully engaged with AAF Austin. Most of the sessions were in person, but a few were over
the phone and via email. Francis asked questions like these:
•

Why did you renew your membership? Or Why didn’t you renew your membership?

•

What can AAF Austin do that will create more engagement?

•

Who is not well-represented in events (i.e. Big Wigs, which did not include a Social Media award
category)?

An example of reasons agencies joined AAF Austin was to do more for the community instead of creating
their own initiatives. For example, Preacher became corporate members to work on Huston-Tillotson
University Bootcamp after not having a membership for several years. Third Rail Creative became new
members in order to work on the Austin Pets Alive Hackathon. (Exhibit F) Finally, Q1 Media renewed
their membership to provide AAF with board member representation, as well as become the platinum
sponsor for the ADDYs.
Other members wanted to promote their company in a new way. We were able to secure an ADDYs
membership from member WeWhiteLabelPPC.com so they could formally introduce their product and
services to the Austin advertising market. (Exhibit G).
Others shared reasons for not joining. They noted that in the past, information was often available from
fewer sources and now there are several (many of them free) which can provide the same or similar
information. Former member Door No. 3 felt that YouTube and other online resources are giving more
relevant information for free. Principal of Door No. 3, Prentice Howe, stated that the Breakfast Serial and
other events seemed “salesy.” He felt that we didn’t have enough outside influencers to make it
worthwhile to attend events. Every event seemed to focus on third-party vendors or local people who
may not have national experience.

In summary, we were able to sign on five new corporate members via in-person meetings, A customized
leave-behind was created for each client. (Exhibit H)
Objective 2: BECOME THE BACKBONE FOR AFFINITY GROUPS
Summary: Member agencies joined forces for the first time to be a part of the 2019 Austin Pride Parade.
There were 175 participants in the inaugural event led by member agency, McGarrah Jessee.
Results: Member agencies, Third Ear, VMLY&R, GSD&M, T3, McGarrah Jessee, R/GA, and Preacher
joined forces with nonmember agencies to walk in the 2019 Pride Parade. The primary theme was
“Creativity Comes from Everywhere.” Each agency had the opportunity to design the front of their shirt
while the back of the shirt carried the theme. The group decided that an Employee Resource-like group
should be included as a subcommittee with Austin Ad Fed. The Cultural Diversity team investigated that
option, but the challenge was that some of the companies didn’t want to become corporate members, so
individuals had to purchase a membership to participate. The consensus was to continue with the Pride
Parade and determine if there is enough momentum to keep this going. (Exhibit I)
GOAL 3: LEADERSHIP ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Objective 1: FINDING THE MOTIVATION FOR PEOPLE TO BE ON THE BOARD
Summary: As part of the Board Retreat, committee chairs shared what motivates them to be on the board
as well as their first concert and movie as part of an icebreaker.
Results: For the new board, we only had 30 percent incumbents. The challenge was the previous year did
not make a profit on our Big Wigs nor Austin American Advertising Awards. Based on the evaluation
from the District 10 President’s Retreat, we determined that some of the board members did not need to
stay for a second term due to our poor financial situation.
Because many were new, we decided that we would use an icebreaker to get everyone acquainted. Some
of the questions were serious and some were meant to be funny and insightful. Some of the questions

included: “What is motivating you to be on the board?” The answers ranged from networking to get more
business to making it a personal passion (i.e. cultural diversity). The day was filled with lots of
enthusiasm and new ideas such as “Weird on the Water” which could be an event to kick off the summer.
The challenge is that participation was sporadic and unreliable but even with all those obstacles, both Big
Wigs and the Austin American Advertising Awards were profitable. We did have the Big Wigs Chairs
stay on for an unprecedented third year to turn a loss into a win by profiting $7,000 this year by engaging
the finalists in the presentation and selling out the tables at the event. (Exhibit J)
Objective 2: ENGAGE WITH DISTRICT 10 AND OTHER AAF CHAPTERS
Summary: AAF Austin has had a reputation of not engaging with other AAF Chapters nor participating
in AAF District, Regional or National events. We reversed this reputation by not only attending events
but also placing board members on District-level committees such as the Hall of Fame and the inaugural
Mosaic Awards.
Results: In order to change the perception, the President along with the Chair of Education and others
made sure that there was representation at events. The President and Programs Chair provided
suggestions for the event space for the Texas Day on the Hill as well as the Kendra Scott Event in Austin.
The former Sponsorship Chair relinquished his chapter duties to be on the inaugural Mosaic Awards that
will take place during the Regional Convention. His participation gave the Mosaic Committee access to
Diversity and Inclusion Professionals who could be highlighted at the event. Finally, the President
worked with member McGarrah Jessee to provide the materials to submit Bryan Jessee and Mark
McGarrah as finalists for the Hall of Fame, which will also take place in Austin.
In addition to participating in other District 10 events, we also provided opportunities for other chapters to
visit our meetings to get a better understanding of how another chapter operates. Rubin Lindor, District 10
AAF San Antonio, attended a board meeting on October 30 as well as our Small Business Summit event
in November to see how our events and board meetings can be replicated in San Antonio.

Objective 3: CREATE OPPORTUNITIES FOR BOARD MEMBERS TO ENGAGE OUTSIDE OF
EMAIL
Summary: AAF Austin Board of Directors was faced with the challenge of communication that was not
disruptive to the workday. The Board implemented web conferencing and Slack to provide the teams
opportunities to engage without using their work email.
Results: Technology has been in the workplace for decades. However, the board members were tired of
using PDFs of meeting minutes that provided no opportunity for engagement outside of board
meetings. First, to mitigate some reasons for nonattendance, the board chairs joined meetings via web
conference. Because there wasn’t a budget for this, we have been utilizing work conference calls. It has
been somewhat successful, but this unfortunately encouraged people not to attend the board meetings.
Second, we created another channel of communication via Slack. This had moderate success as well.
Two teams (Programs and Communications) adopted this technology completely, while Government
Relations and Education used it sporadically. After taking a survey of participants, we found that if the
Board Members’ company allowed Slack as part of their toolset, then compliance was very high. If a
Board Member’s company prohibited Slack within their environment, then it was severely underutilized
as it became another form of communication to track. In the end, email remained the primary form of
communication, texting was second, but Slack and virtual web conferencing were also utilized. (Exhibit
K)

Goal 4: FISCAL MANAGEMENT
Objective 1: TO INCREASE INCOME BY $12.50 PER MEMBER

Summary: When the total income and expenses were calculated, AAF Austin was left with
$5000. Income was lower because of a decrease in membership and Advertising Awards entries as well as
and other factors.
Results: This financial situation was the impetus for the Listening Tour and the requested turnover of the
Board. The response from most of the members was that they would not participate unless they saw a
change. We had one agency request that none of their employees participate in Big Wigs and had them
reject any nominations. The President of AAF Austin had a candid conversation with the CEO of that
company, and he realized how it appeared that they were not supportive of AAF Austin. Even though
they are members, they decided to focus their funds towards ADDYs and to compensate for the Big Wigs
situation. In the end, we averaged over $16 per member, putting us $27,000 in the black overall.
Objective 2: FIND CREATIVE WAYS TO MAKE ADDITIONAL INCOME
Summary: In the past, we focused on making money only from traditional ad agencies, but their funds
are limited, and they were not emphasizing sponsorships for Ad Fed.
Results: This year, we focused on technology companies and vendors to sponsor events. The
sponsorship team was able to acquire both KVUE affiliate as well as the Austin American Statesman
Digital platform, STUDIO, to sponsor events along with lesser known entities. The reason for the shift is
that digital vendors want to engage with creative and media agencies. This is more of a value proposition
for tech companies to be able to access members in a way that is less sales-oriented and more partneroriented.
We also were able to sell ads in the ADDYs winners’ book to companies that did not have a sponsorship.
This allowed a fourth stream of revenue outside of sponsorships, submissions, and ticket sales. (Exhibit
L)

EXHIBITS
Exhibit A: White Hat Agency volunteered to audit and fix problems on www.austinadfed.com.

Exhibit B: AAF Austin Board Members new photos on www.austinadfed.com.

Exhibit C: One fix on the website was combining the ADDY and Big Wigs sponsorships onto one page.

Exhibit D: Greer Mansell started out at Texas State Ad Club went on to be Ad 2 Austin VP and now is the
designer for Ad Club.

Exhibit E: Austin Ad Fed collaboration with member agencies, GSD&M, Preacher, and McGarrah Jessee,
teaching bootcamp at Huston-Tillotson University.

Work for a female inmate nonprofit program called “Truth Be Told” to help promote and garner more funds
during the Amplify Austin charity campaign in March 2020.

Exhibit F: Third Rail Creative became new members in order to work on the Hackathon.

Exhibit G: We were able to secure an ADDYs membership from member WeWhiteLabelPPC.com so they could
formally introduce their product and services to the Austin market.

Exhibit H: We were able to sign on five new corporate members via in-person meetings,.A customized
leave-behind was created for each client.

Exhibit I: Member agencies, Third Ear, VMLY&R, GSD&M, T3, McGarrah Jessee, R/GA, and Preacher joined
forces with nonmember agencies to walk in the 2019 Pride Parade. Each agency had the opportunity to design
the front of the shirt and to participate as one entity with the back of the shirt carrying the theme.

Exhibit J: Board retreat: Motivating the board

J

Exhibit K: Two teams (Programs and Communications) adopted this technology completely, while Government
Relations and Education used it sporadically.

Exhibit L: We also were able to sell ads in the ADDYs winners’ book to companies that did not have a
sponsorship. This allowed a fourth stream of revenue outside of sponsorships, submissions, and ticket sales.

